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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that, with respect to suitable partial orders P (e.g. on n X n complex 
matrices) and sets X,,Z,, the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse ut and the 
pseudoinverse a’ introduced by the author in 1958 are both simultaneously the 
(unique) P-maximum of X, and the P-minimum of Z,. When a is (e.g.) a row-and- 
column-finite infinite matrix, then ut and/or a’ (as originally defined) may fail to 
exist: this occurs if and only if Z, is empty. However, discarding Z, and redefining 
ut and a’ simply as P-max X, yields second-generation generalized inverses which 
respectively coincide with the original ut and a’ whenever these exist, but, at least in 
the case of a’, have the advantage of existing (with some of the useful properties of 
the original) for a larger class of matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In discussing generalized inverses, we shall mainly use the language of 
semigroups, since our results below can most conveniently be treated at this 
level of generality (of course these immediately yield, as special cases, 
corresponding results for finite and infinite matrices, and for bounded 
operators). 
Our first main result is that, although the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse at and the pseudoinverse a’ introduced by the present writer differ 
considerably in the details of their original definitions, they can be equiva- 
lently redefined in entirely parallel ways. To state this more specifically, we 
need some general definitions (not yet using even any semigroup structure). 
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First let S be any set, and P any given partial order on S [we write a Pb 
to mean (a, b) E P]. Given any (nonempty) subset X s S and any y E X, 
define X as having P-maximum y iff x P y for every x E X. We write 
y = P-max X, and define P-min similarly (the distinction between max and 
mm amounts to interpreting aPb as a < b rather than a >, b). Of course X 
may have no P-maximum in X (nor even in S), but the antisymmetry of P 
guarantees the uniqueness of P-max X when it exists. 
Next, for such S and P, assign two subsets X,, 2, of S to each a E S, 
define 
D = {a : a E S and Z, nonempty}, 
and let Z=iX,)a,s, $?=@.)aES. Then we shall say that the triple 
(P, .C?T, $9) determines a map y : D + S iff 
P-max X, = P-min Z, VUED (1) 
(this being taken to assert the existence of both extrema for each a E D>, in 
which case we take 
uy = P-max X, = P-min Z, (2) 
for each a E D. 
There is an obvious analogy between (1) and (e.g.) the duality theorem of 
linear programming; however, to analyze this analogy here would distract 
from our main purposes, and is left to the interested reader. 
For *-semigroups S, I announced several years ago [6, p. 140, Theorem 
21 that ut is determined by appropriate (P,z,,$)>. My original (previously 
unpublished) proof of this (with minor variations) has appeared in [l, pp. 
68-691, and now, taking a slightly different approach, we show that the same 
follows for both ut and a’ simultaneously by use of the elementary observa- 
tion: 
PROPOSITION 1. Given any set S, then any given P, T,J$’ as above 
determine a map D --f S if 
(A) for each a E S, X, n Z, is nonempty iflZ, is, and 
(B) for each a E D, X, PZ, (i.e., xPz fw every x E X, and every 
.z E Z,). 
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Section 2 provides a (very brief) proof of this, after which it remains only 
to show that each of (A) and (B) is true in both the at and a’ contexts for 
suitable P, L??, 9, as follows: 
For ut, we do this in Section 3 by using P = R*, defined (cf. [ll, 6, 10, 
81) by 
aR*b iff a*a=u*b and au*=bu*, 
and by choosing X, = Xi, Z, = Zd, where, as in [6], we define 
For a’, in Section 4 we use P = A?, where .L is Mitsch’s relation, 
defined (cf. [13]) by a Lb iff either a = b or there exist p, 9 E S such that 
pu=pb=u=uq=bq, 
and we choose X, = Xi, Z, = Zh, where we define 
Z> = (z : z E S, az = zu , and urn = urn+ ‘2 for some positive integer m} . 
Apart from the fact that Equation (2) applies uniformly, mututk mutundis, 
to each of ut, a’ simultaneously, our remarks above do not establish that (2) 
has any notable advantage over the traditional ways of defining uf or a’. 
However, the redundancy of (2) in defining uy twice, i.e. in terms of either 
X, or Z,, suggests the possibility of extending the class of semigroups S (or 
the domain D inside a given S) by working with just one of X, or Z, rather 
than with both. For example, in the traditional definitions of ut and of a’, the 
customary restrictions on S (or a) correspond precisely to the need to ensure 
that Z, (i.e. Zi or Zb> is nonempty, whereas both XL and Xl have the 
advantage of being self-evidently nonempty for every semigroup S with zero 
(however, none of our results depends on assuming the presence of a zero 
element). Thus replacing (2) by 
uy = P-max X (I (3) 
gives well-defined values in some cases where the traditional definitions 
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break down (from an intuitive geometrical point of view, this amounts to 
discarding “half,” Z, , of the “double cone” X, U Z,, and redefining uy as 
the vertex of the other “half,” X,). We show in Section 5 that the extended 
version of a’ arising from (3) does share at least some of the known 
properties of the original a’. 
For n X n complex matrices, ut and a’ always exist, and our alternative 
definitions of them via (2) or (3) merely give new ways of describing the 
same (everywhere defined) maps a M ut, a e a’ which have long been 
familiar; but for (e.g.) infinite matrices (3) sometimes (see Section 6) yields a 
(unique) value for a’ even when the old definition fails to define anything. 
(The corresponding question for ut remains open.) 
As regards the general pursuit of connections between partial orders and 
the Moore-Penrose inverse (or the classes of nonunique generalized inverses 
obtained by dropping one or more of the four Moore-Penrose defining 
equations), especially for n x n complex matrices, two valuable and wide- 
ranging recent references are [l] and [I2]; however, except for the result 
from [6] noted in [I], neither article overlaps with our work here. 
2. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 
By transitivity, obviously (1) implies (A) and (B), so we need only show 
that (A) and (B) together imply (1). 
Note also that (B) trivially implies that, for each a E S, 
(C) X, n Z, is either a singleton set or the empty set. 
For, given any U, o E X, n Z,, we have u E X, and v E Z,, so that a E D, 
and hence UPV by (B). Similarly UPU, and so, by antisymmetry, u = V. Thus 
X, n Z, can have at most one element. 
Finally, (A), (B), and (C) together imply (1). For, given any a E D, i.e. 
with Z, nonempty, then (A) and (C) ensure that X, f? Z, is a singleton set. 
On writing X, n Z, = (a’), then (B) gives xPaY for all x E X,, i.e., uy is a 
P-maximum for X,, and this P-maximum is unique by the antisymmetry of 
P. Similarly, UY is the unique P-minimum of Z,, and we have (1). q 
Note that we have nowhere made essential use of the transitivity of P, 
i.e., everything we really need (including the “if” part of Proposition 1, and 
the facts that P-max and P-mm both make sense, and are unique when they 
exist) works equally well for any reflexive and antisymmetric binary relation 
P on S (or, indeed, even merely on each X, U Z, separately). However, both 
our applications (i.e. to at and to a’) happen to have P also transitive. 
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3. THE CASE OF THE MOORE-PENROSE INVERSE u+ 
Let S be any semigroup, and * any involution on S, i.e. any map 
* : S * S such that (a*)* = a and cab)* = b*u* for all a, b E S. As usual, 
given any a, y E S, then y = ut is called the (unique) Moore-Penrose inverse 
of a in(S,*)iff 
uyu=u, YUY = Y> (a!!)* = uy, and (~a)* = ya. 
Proof of (A). Let z E Zd, and define u = zuz. Then 
au = u( zuz) = (uzu).z = uz, 
and similarly uu = zu, whence (au>* = au, (~a)* = UU, and also (UU)U = 
(uz)u = a, i.e. u E Zi. 
Finally, 
u(uu)=u(uz)=(uu)z=(zu)z=u, 
and so u E Xf n ZJ. 
Proof of (B). For any x E XL, we have 
x = x( ax) = x( ax)* = rx*a*, 
and so, for any z E ZA, we have 
x = xr*(uzu)* = xX*,*( a)* = x(m). 
Also 
x* = (rux)* = X*(m)* = x*xu, 
and so 
x*x = X*(xuz) = (x*xu)z = x*z. 
Similarly xx* = .2x*, i.e. xfi*z. 
n 
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Thus, whenever Zd is nonempty (i.e. whenever ut exists), we have 
ut E Xd n Zd, and it follows from Proposition 1 (and the remark after its 
proof) that (2) holds for ut, i.e. ut = R*-max Xi = 0*-min Zd provided that 
a* is antisymmetric. This is true under (e.g.1 the familiar (see e.g. [9, p. 74; 
2, p. 10; 6, p. 1391) “properness” condition 
u*u = u*b = b*a = b*b a u=b 
(automatic for n X n complex matrices, or bounded operators), and also for 
all * -natural semigroups (see [S]), since either hypothesis ensures that R* is 
even a partial order. 
While the semigroup M,(C) of all complex n X n matrices under conju- 
gate transposition as involution is of course an important proper *-semi- 
group, our semigroup approach to ut does not explicitly cover the case of 
nonsquare m X n matrices. However, these can easily be included by work- 
ing with *-categories instead of * -semigroups. 
4. THE CASE OF THE PSEUDOINVERSE a’ 
Let S be any semigroup. As usual, given any a, y E S, then y = u’ is 
called the (unique) pseudoinverse of a in S iff 
YUY = YT uy=yu, and, for some positive integer m , 
um = um+l 
Y. 
Proof of (A). Let z E Zh, i.e., uz = zu and (say) urn = a’“+‘~ = uamz (so 
that a m+k~k = urn for all k = 1 2 ) Define u = amz”‘+‘. Then obviously ) ,*.. . 
au = uu, while also um+‘u = u~“‘+~z”‘+~ = a”‘, i.e. u E Zh. 
Finally, 
and so u E XL n Z;. n 
Proof of (B). For any r E XL, clearly xux = x implies that xu is 
idempotent, so that 
x = (XU)X = (Xu)kx =xk+bk (k =1,2,...). 
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Then, for any z E Zh, say with a”’ = a”‘+‘~, we find 
X=X 
m+lam = Xm+l (a m+lZ) = (xm+lam+l)Z = (xa)m+lz, 
i.e. x = xaz, and similarly x = ZM. 
Thus, with p = xa and q = ax, we have 
px=pz=x=xq=zq, 
and so x J?Z. n 
As before, it follows that (2) holds for a’ whenever Zb is nonempty (i.e. 
whenever a’ exists). 
As Mitsch [13, p. 3871 showed, J is a partial order on every semigroup, 
and so we need not restrict S to ensure antisymmetry. 
Our results for a’ apply also to the group inverse a#, defined as usual by 
yay = y, ay = ya, and aya = a (since these equations are just the special case 
m = 1 of the defining equations for a’); it is well known that a’ exists iff a is 
strongly regular [i.e. a E (a’s) fl @a’)]. 
Let Xo# = Xl, as above, and now define 
Zd={z:z~S, aza=a,and az=za}. 
Then, for any z E Zb, we easily find that zaz E X,x f~ Zf, and so (A) holds 
for X,x, Zd. Also, if we define a binary relation 4 on S by 
a/b iff a2=ab=ba, 
then it is equally easy to verify (essentially by taking m = 1 in the argument 
above for Xi, Zb> that the triple (9, Xx, $9”) satisfies (B). Thus a’, when it 
exists, is determined not only by (A, .Q?, 9’) but also by (4, %#, $9’). For 
the latter purpose, 9 is antisymmetric (and in fact also a partial order) iff S 
is quasiseparative (see [7, p. 363]), as is always the case for strongly regular S 
[7, p. 365, Proposition 31. 
5. PROPERTIES OF MAXIMALLY-DEFINED 
GENERALIZED INVERSES 
To circumvent the possibility that Z, may be empty, we now consider 
ay = P-max X (I (3) 
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as a possible alternative definition of uY [i.e. without the further requirement 
uy = P-min Z, as in (211. This of course still guarantees uniqueness. 
The use of (3) was foreshadowed in the 1976 work of Campbell [3, pp. 
493-4941 (or see [4, p. 12711, who was the first to suggest an extremal 
definition of a’, for infinite matrices. However, he used a family {P,t E s of 
“local” partial orders P,, where each P, was defined only on XL. At that 
time (before the work of Mitsch [13]) such complications were unavoidable, 
but, for any semigroup S, Campbell’s P, can now be recognized as the 
restriction of .& to XL. 
For any extension (to some domain larger than D) of a generalized 
inverse map y : D + S to be of much interest or practical value, it is 
desirable that uy, as thus extended, should share at least some of the known 
properties of uy as originally defined on D. Even without knowing precise 
conditions (on S, P, L?T, a) for X, to have a P-maximum, one can sometimes 
show that, whenever P-max X, does exist, it must share certain properties of 
the original uy. We note a few results of this type for a’ (besides the 
self-evident u’ua’ = a’, au’ = a’u). 
LEMMA 2. For any semigroup S, with 
us above, we have, for any a E S and any x E XL, that h = uxu satisfzes 
(i) h E Xi, and indeed 
(ii) h = &max X’ . x 
Proof. (i): We have hx = (uxu)x = u(xux) = ax, and similarly rh = xu, 
so that hxh = (ux)h = u(xh) = u(xu> = h and xh = xu = ax = hx, i.e. h E XL. 
(ii): For any u E Xi, i.e. with uxu = u and xu = ux, we have 
=(ux)u=u(xu)=u(xh)=(ux)h, 
and similarly u = U(XU) = * . . = h(xu). Thus, with p = ux and 9 = XU, we 
have 
and so u Ah, as required. n 
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Lemma 2 immediately yields the following generalization of [5, p, 509, 
Theorem 31: 
THEOREM 3. Zf a’ exists in the sense of the definition (31, then so does 
(a’)‘, and in fact 
a” = aa’a. 
COROLLARY 4. In the sense of the definition (31, if a’ exists, then so does 
((a’)‘)‘, and in fact an’ = a’. 
Proof. a”’ = a’a”a’ = a’(aa’a)a’ = (a’aa’)aa’ = a’aa’ = a’. n 
Probably the most valuable other property of a’ as originally defined is its 
“double centralizer” property (see [5, p. 508, Theorem 11) of commuting with 
everything which commutes with a. Unfortunately this is in general false for 
a’ as defined by (3): 
EXAMPLE 5. Let S denote the free semigroup on three generators 
a, b, v, subject to the relations 
ab=ba, av=va, and vav=v. 
Then, for any x E XL = {x :x E S, xax = x, and ax = xa}, of course xa is 
idempotent, and so ra cannot involve b, whence (since av = va) we may 
write xa = amvn for suitable nonnegative integers m,n (with m positive). 
Since xa is idempotent, this requires m = n, and so ra = a”‘v”’ = (au)” = av, 
which forces x = v. 
Hence XL = {v}, and so (3) gives a’ = v. But vb z bv, and so a’b # ba’. 
However, for rings (e.g. of bounded operators or infinite matrices), no 
such difficulties can occur: 
THEOREM 6. For every associative ring R and every pair a, b E R with 
ab = ba, and with a’ defined as Amax XL, we have a’b = ba’ whenever a’ 
exists. 
Proof. For brevity, write a’ = x (so that xax = x and ax = xa) and 
e = ax = xa, so that e2 = e and xe = x = ex. Write also w = bx - ebx, which 
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we shall abbreviate as w = (l- e>bx, though R need not have any unit 
element. Then 
we = (l- e)bxe = (l- e)bx = w, 
while 
xaw=ew=e(l-e)bx=(e-e’)bx=O, 
and consequently also 
waw=(l-e)bxaw=O. 
Thus, if we define u = x + w, then 
uuu=rax+xaw+wax+waw=x+O+we+O=x+w=u, 
while also (since ab = ba, ax = xa, and hence aw = wa) clearly au = ua, so 
that u E XL. 
Since x = Amax XL, it follows that u Ax, i.e., either u = x or there 
exist p, 9 E R with pu = px = u = u9 = x9. In the latter case xau = x4x9) 
= (xax)q = x9 = u, and so, in any case, u = xau = eu = er + ew = x +0, i.e. 
0 = w = bx - ebx. Thus bx = ebx = xabx, and similarly xb = xbax, whence 
xb = xbax = xabx = bx, as required. n 
The combination of Example 5 and Theorem 6 provides a new item for 
the (short but interesting) list of known statements in semigroup language 
which, while not true for every semigroup, are nevertheless true for the 
multiplicative semigroup of every associative ring. 
Thus, at least as applied to rings, for our extended a’, neither its 
uniqueness nor its main properties depend at all on 2, being nonempty 
(and, as shown in Section 6 below, even its existence does not require 
anything as restrictive as strong rr-regularity). 
Of course there are analogous questions for ut defined as in (3). For 
example, obviously ataut = .+,(a~+)* = aat,(ata)* = ata, and it is easy to see 
that (a*)+ = (at)* whenever ut exists, but in general aata z a and (at)+ z u 
(see the example S = Z below). 
6. EXISTENCE OF P-max X, 
For ut, a’, we already know that P-min Z, exists iff Z, is nonempty, in 
which case (2) holds; in particular, P-max X, exists whenever Z, is nonempty. 
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However, there seems to be no easy necessary and sufficient criterion for the 
existence of P-max X,, even when P, X, are as in Sections 3 or 4. 
Take first the case of the pseudoinverse. Recall [5, p. 510, Theorem 41 
that a’ (as originally defined) exists iff as E aS+‘S and ut E Su’+’ for suitable 
positive integers s,t. This guarantees that u’ exists for every finite square 
matrix a over a field (also, more generally, for algebraic algebras and 
Artinian rings [5, p. 5071). But Xi can have an -&maximum even when 2: is 
empty, so that (3) can give a well-defined value for a’ in some cases where 
(2) (and the original definition [5, pp. 507-SOS]) gives no value whatever. 
To give a concrete example of this, let S be the semigroup of all 
countably infinite complex row-finite matrices, and choose 
‘0 0 0 ... 
1 n 0 ** I 
a= 
0 1 0 . . . . 
. . . 
. . . . . . I 
Then clearly n y=i(ujSuj) = (01, and for any x E Xi we have 
so that x = 0, i.e. XL = {0}, and (3) gives a’ = 0; however, urn E u”‘+‘S is false 
for every m, and so 2: is empty and a has no pseudoinverse in the sense of 
[51. 
For ut, one may consider the multiplicative semigroup S = Z of integers 
(with the identity map as proper involution), where, for any a E S with 
a # 0, 1, - 1, obviously 2: is empty and XJ = (O}, so that (3) gives ut = 0 for 
every a # 1, - 1. 
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